Some farms emit more nitrogen than others

These findings come from a study by a
team of business economists and a soil
scientist from WUR. The researchers
Melina Lamkowsky and Frederic Ang
studied data from 341 intensive dairy
farms in the Netherlands between 2006
and 2017, looking at inputs, production
levels and the amount of manure coming
from the farms. What emerged was that
the best farms not only made a 34 per
cent higher profit but also produced a 50
per cent smaller nitrogen surplus thanks
to better management. The gap between

‘Many dairy farmers could
halve their nitrogen emissions
without major investments’
the best farmers and the rest increased
in the period that was studied.
The researchers are not sure exactly
which measures taken by the farmers cut
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Good farm management can halve nitrogen emissions from dairy farms. What
is more, this can increase dairy farmers’
profits by one third.

their nitrogen emissions. ‘In our model,
the farm is a black box,’ says Ang. ‘We
only know what goes in and what goes
out of it.’
Lamkowsky reckons that the successful farmers use some form of precision
fertilization, through which more nitrogen
ends up in crops and less leaches out
into the environment. She also thinks the
successful farmers pay more attention
to the health of their cows, because they
don’t replace them as frequently and
have fewer young cattle on their farms.
This leads to higher incomes and less
manure runoff.
Follow-up research should clarify which

management approaches the best farmers apply.
The study is interesting in view of nitrogen measures to be imposed by the new
cabinet and the wish of certain civil society organizations to make the dairy sector
more extensive and less intensive. But
the researchers do not comment on this.
Ang: ‘We compared intensive dairy farmers with each other. We note that many
dairy farmers could halve their nitrogen
emissions without major investments. We
think farmers should be advised on how
to adapt their management strategies in
order to do this.’ as

In other news science with a wink
HARD WATER
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Researchers at Cambridge have
developed an indestructible
gel. It is made up of 80 per cent
water but does not fall apart
under pressure. It is held together
by polymers and returns to
its original shape after being
squashed. You can drive your car
over it, no problem – as a funny
video shows.

HUG FACTOR
We get the most pleasure out of a
hug if it lasts at least five seconds,
shows a study at the University
of London. Researchers got
blindfolded women, who didn’t

know each other, to give each
other a hug and then asked them
how much they enjoyed it. A brief
hug doesn’t have much effect. For
optimal enjoyment: hold each
other tight for five to 10 seconds.
Try this at home.

MEMORY SUPPORT
Bees with the bacterium
Lactobacillus apis in their guts
have a greater capacity to learn,
shows Chinese research
(Jiangnan University). The
researchers believe the study
proves that gut flora have a farreaching effect on the rest of
the body. And you can adjust

those flora: if bees without the
bacterium are given it in their
feed, they start learning better too.

SEPARATION
The warming of the ocean is
causing albatrosses to separate
more often, shows a study (by
the University of Lisbon) of the
population of black-browed
albatrosses on the Falkland Islands.
The birds are monogamous,
but one to eight per cent of the
brooding pairs separate. That
variation turns out to change
in line with the temperature of
the water. The impact of climate
change is felt everywhere. rk

